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Enumeration of arrays whose row and column sums arc specified have been studied by a 
number of people. It has been determined that the function that enumerates square arrays of 
dimensicm n whose cows and columns sum to a fixeci non-negative integer r. is a polynomial in I 
of degree (n - 1 Y. 
In this papet we consider rectangular arrays wh&lse rows sum to a fixed non-nega:ivc integer r 
and whose columns sum to a fixed non-negative integer s. determined by ns =‘mr. in particular, 
we show that the functtons which enumerate 2 x n and 3 x n arrays with fixed row .,ums nr/(2, n) 
and nr/(3, n ), where thr: symbol (a, b) den&es the greatest common divisor of u and b. and fixed 
column sums, are polynomials in r of degrees (n - 1) and 2(n - 1) respectively. We have found 
simple formulas to evaluate these polynomials for negative values, - r, and we show that for 
certain small negative integers our polynomials will always be zero. We also considered the 
generating functions of these polynomials and show that they are rational functions of degrees 
less than zer3. whrhe denominators are of the forms (1 - y)” and (1 - y )‘“’ * respectiveiy and 
whose numerators are polynomials irl y whose coefficients satisfy certain prqzrties. In the last 
action we list the actual polynomials and generating functions in the 2 x n and 3 X n cases for 
small specific values of n. 
1. Introduction 
Let HI,,&) denote the number of m x n arrays (u,,) where a,, are non-negative 
integers which satisfy: 
9 t&j =t* 
,% 
(i = l,...,m) 
and 
Al 
c Q,, = S, (j = 1,. . . . n). 
I==1 
where I and s ate fixed integers determined by ns = mr. Our row sum t is therefore 
a multiple of n/(n, m ) and our column sum s is a multiple of m /(n. m ), where (n, m ) 
denotes the greatest common divisor af m and n. We therefore will be studying 
H,,,(nr/(n. m)). Let our generating function for H,.,(nr/(n, m)), m and n fixed, be 
denoted by G,,,.n (y ): 
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Stanley has proved in [lo], that for the square case, n = m, H,,(r) is a polynomiai 
in r of degree (n - 1)‘. A number of others, including MacMahon in 141; Smith in 
191; Anand, Dumir and Gupta in [l]; and Nath and Dyer in [S]; have determined the 
polynomial H..,(r) for specific values of 13. MacMahon was the first to determine 
If&). Enumeration of symmetric square arrays have also been considered by. 
Carlitz and Stanley. 
We wilt be considering enumeration of specific rectangular arrays: 2 x n and 
3 x n arrays. We show I-& @r/(2, n)) and WJ,, (nr/(3, n)) are polynomials in I of 
degrees (n - 1) and 2(n - 1) respectively. We also show that for negative values, 
- r, the polynomials we obtain satisfy: 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
We also show: 
and 
“0, for n,(2,n)=2. (1.4) 
HI.n(?(- I))= @s.n($(-2))=O, for nt(3,11)=3. (1.9 
It was helpful to consider the generating functions in these particular cases. 
G.,(Y) and GJ.n(Y) are found to have the following forms: 
for n, (2. n) = 2 
GZ-;(Y)=3+“iY+ l ** +%-zYnT2, 
(1 - Y)” 
for n,(2.n)= 1 
an-2-i = aj, (i =O, 
B n-l-j” Is,, (i 
for n,(3.n)==3 
Gn (y ) = 
A0 + h,y + l l ’ f A2n_4y2n -4 
(1 - y)2n- 1 1 A, integers, 
for n, (3, n) = 1 
A 2n-4-j= Aj, 0 . = 0,. - = . .+ 2n 4), iA &n-O= 1, (1.8) 
ai integers, 
. . ., n -2), and ao=tm-2= 1, (1.6) 
p, integers, 
=O , l . ‘9 It - I), po = &*-1 = 1. (1.7) 
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& 2n 2 I = 6,. (j = 0, , . ., 32 - 2) &)S,‘n-.J = 1. (1.9) 
We might alsa note here that Section 5 contains specific polynomials. 
H3.,(nr/(3,n)) and H2,,(nr/(2, n)), and generating functions, G.,,(y) and G n(y) 
for small values of n. 
2. 2 x n Arrays 
In this section we prove our results for 2 x n arrays. We first show Hz,, (w/(2, n)) 
is a polynomial in I of degree n - 1, and then we proce our other results for the 
2X n case. 
Tkxwm 2.1, Let n be any nmwaegatiue integer. Then khn( nr /(2, n )) is u polyno - 
rnial in r of degree n - 1. 
PND& We are considering H, &r/(2, n)) whose array is as follows 
.~~ 1;; 
21’ 2r’ 2r’ 
where t’ = r/(2, n). 
Once the top row of this array is chosen, the bottom row is determined since 
bt = W- a,, (i = 1,2,. . ., n). 
Therefore Hz,. (nr’) is: 
H&w’) = c 1 10s ai S22r’. (i = 1,2,. . ., n). ’ (2.1) 
O~“P~‘. .+L)“=llT’ 
The sum in (2.1) is equal to the weflicient of x’“’ in: 
In order to obtain the coefficient of x”” in (2.2) we put. 
’ - -. 
Thus, * 
In - 2k)r’-- k, j aslo. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
provided (n - 2k ) r’ - k 2 0. We will now show (2.3) is equivalent to 
Hz.n(nr’) = &( -- l)‘( ;) (‘” - 2k);;; + n - 1). cw 
ow the only difference between (2.3) and (2.4) is that (2.4) contains terms in which 
(n - 2k)r’- k G 0 and (2.3) does not. It is easy to compute (2.3) and (2.4) for 
n = 0,1,2 to see that both agree for these small values. We therefore need only 
show that if n > 2 and if in (2.4), (n - 2k)r’- k c 0, then these terms (in (;!A)) are 
all zero. 
Suppose (n - 2k)r’- k ~0. Now (n - 2k)r’ - k < 0 implies that 
(n -2k)r’- k + n - 1~ n - 1, and so the only terms of this type that may 
contribute to (2.4) are those in which (n - 2k)t’- k + n - 1 < 0. But k s (n/2) if 
and only if n - 2k 3 0. Thcrcfore in order that [(n - 2k )I’] - k + n - 1 < 0 we must 
have -k+n-IdI, that is n- 1 s k. The conditions: n > 2, k =S (n/Z), and 
n - 1 s k are impossible. Therefore there are no terms in (2.4) for n > 2 in which 
(fi - 2k )I’ - k + n - 1 is negative. Therefare (2.3) = (2.4). From (2.4) we see that 
N.? rr (m/(2, n)) is a polynomial irl t’ and t hereinre in r of degree less than or equal to 
n - 1. 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 2.1 we must show the coefficient of 
r ” ’ in Hz.,( m/(2, n)) is non-zero. 
Since Hz.,, (nr’) is a polynomial in t of degree less than or equal to n - 1, it is clear 
that, 
From (2.1) we hx. 
H2.n (nr’) = c 1 
a~fa;r+~~~+u,=nr’ 
060, z2r (I = I..?. .n) 
s Lere a, are non-negative integers, Let Q, = x,r, where x, E T, = {n / r : 0 =G tt 6 W}, 
ii = 1.2 ,..., n - I). Then, 
This limit is equivalent to, 
(2.6) 
Therefore in order to determine whether the toe cient of P in Hz,,(&) is 
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non-zero we must show the integral (‘2.6) is non-zero. To do thas we will show that 
the set S,, where 
sn = ((Xl.. . ., x,.,)l(n--2)/(2,n)~x~+x*+*’ a + x, IS n/(2.n), 
OG xc 6 2/(2, n), i = 1,. . ‘, n _- 1) 
is an n - ! dimensional coiivex set for n 2 3, and since (2.6) is the “volume” of S,, it 
must he positive. 
Now it is easy to show that if .ic’ and f are in S,, then C + ( 1 - A )J? E S, &I for all 
real A, 0 =G A s 1. Therefore S, is convex. 
In order to determine that Sn is an n - 1 dimensional set we consider two cases of 
S,, n even and n odd. and we use induction in both cases. 
Let n be even. We will show by induction that for n 3 4, there exists n points in 
S, not in the same hyperplane and whose last points coordinates sum to n/2. 1x1 
n = 3. Then (I, (A1>), (0, 1, O), (O,O, 1) and (1, 1.0) are four points in S4, not in the 
same plane and the coordinates of the last point SKII to 4/2 = 2. 
We now assume that for n = k, k even, we have k points (x,,, x,~, . . ., x,~ ,), 
i = 1,2,..., k, in Sk not in the same hyperplane and c:i: xk, = k/2. Using these k 
points we must show that for n = k + 2 there are k + 2 points in Sk &.! defining a 
k + 1 dimensional set and such that the last point’s coordinates sum to (k + 2)/Z. 
NOW if (xll, . . . . xlk +) E Sk, then (A:,,, . . ., Xi& .,, I, 0) E S, ‘?. For the (k + 1 )(r’ and 
(k + 2),’ pOintS consider (xn ], . . . . x&L Ir 0.0) and (x1, I. . . ., x&.k ,, (4 1). Bv construction . 
these points are in Sk Cl and are not in the same hyperplane. Also z:_: xk, + 0 + 1 = 
k/2 + 1 = (k + 2)/2. We therefore conclude at this point that (2.6) is positive for n 
even. 
For n odd, n G= 3, we use similar induction conditions. Let n = 3. Then (0. I ). 
(l,(I), and (1,2) are three non-linear points and the sum of the coordinates of the 
last point is 3. 
We now assume for n =I k., k chid, we have k points (x,,, x1.. . ., xrC ,). i = 
132 , , . ., k, in Sk not in the same hyperplane and the sum of the coordinates of the 
last point equals k. Using these points we must find k + 2 points in Sk ..l defining a 
k + 1 dimensional set and whose last point’s coordinates sum to k. Let the first k 
points be (x,,*. . .,xtf+2,0), i = 1.2,. . ., k, the (k + l),’ point (xH*. . ., xkk Ir I.()), 
and the (k + 2),’ point (&,. . . ., Xkk 13 0,2). These points by construction arc in Sk. :. 
art: not in the same hyperptane and c:i: xk, f I)‘+ 2 = k f 2. 
Thus for all non-negative integers 3 3, S,, is an n - 1 dimensional set. the integral 
in (2.6) is non-zero, and H2,n(12r/(2. n)) is a polynomial of degree n - 1. This is aho 
the case for cl = 1 ,2. Therefore Hz~,.,(nr/(2, n)) is a polynomial in r of degree n - 1 
for aXf positive integers n. 
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For n even, &((n/2( - 1)) = 8. 
Paock By (2.4) 
= (- l)n.-’ H&(r’ - l)), where I’ = r/(2, n). 
Let n be even, and let t = - 1. By (2.4): 
Now we wish to, prove (1.6) and (1.7). 
Comllary 2.3. Let n be my positive integer. Then for n emn, 
where a, are integers, 
an 2-7 ai, (i = 0, 1,. . ., n - 2), 
art= an_?= 1, 
for n odd 
Pm& Let n be a positive integer. Since HZ.n(nr/(2, n)) is a polynomial in I of 
degree n - 1, there exist unique rational num&ers LY* such that: 
Hz.m(&)= zi~*(‘+;_: --9. 
(2.7) 
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Therefore 
By (1.2) and (2’7) we have 
Thus 
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(2.8) 
(2.0) 
For n odd (2.9) reduces to 
By substituting r + 1 for r. we obtain 
which implies a, = CY,,+(, (i = 1,2,. . . . n - 1). 
For n even (2.9) reduces to 
n--J 
c ir n-l 
j-0 
If we replace j by j + 1 in the left side of the equation and if we replace r in both 
sides by r + 2 we obtain: 
By substituting r = .- 1 and by (1.4) we oNain an I = 0. Thus 
which implies a n -2_4 = aj, (j = 1,2, . . . , n - 2). 
Since the coefkients of G2,(y) and (1 - y)” in (1.6) and (1.7) are integers, it is 
clear that a,, (i = 1,2,. . ., n - l), must also be integers. 
For all n, &(O) = 1 implies CQ = 1. 
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3 . Preliminari& for the, 3 X n case 
Before we consider the general 3 x n case we will state and prove a few 
preliminary rc~lts that will be needed. We begin with the following lemma: 
Ilemma 3.1. LPJ m, n, k, r be positive integers. Then the condition 
RN(&)+ 1)2(3k - n)&.+k 
reduces to 
0) kSm+t, 
l 
for r > t, if n = 3t + 1 
for t > t/2, if n = 3t + 2 
(ii) kbm+t-I, for r>(t-l), if n=3t. 
Proof. Let us first consider the case 
(a) n = 3t + 1. fn this case the condition (3.1) reduces to 
m(3ri-1)*(3&--3t-l)r+k. 
This is the same as, 
t-r -- 
’ 3r+1 
*k-m. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(33 
WC notice that if t - r < 0 and / t - r//(3r+ l)< 1 that (3.3) reduces to k s t +m. 
Ttj Gmultaneously satisfy both t - r<OandIt-r1/(3r+l)<l weneedterand 
- 1-- 1 c 2r. These, of course both hold if t c: r. Therefore for rz = 3ff 1, conditton 
0.1) reduces to 
k 6 t + m for t < r. 
(h) Let n = 3t -+ 2. Substituting n = 3t + 2 into (3.1) we have 
(3k - 3t - 2)r f k s m(3r + 1). (3.4) 
We may rewrite (3.4) as: 
~+hich reduces to 
t -2r -- k-ma 3r+l. 
When t - 2r < 0 and 1 t - 2r 1/(3r A :) C= 2, (3.5) reduces to I 
kam+r. 
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In order that I -- 2r : 0, and 1 t - 2r j/(Sr + 1) < 1, we only need f/2 < r. Thercforc 
(3.1) is equivalent to: 
k s m + t, for r Q- t/z. 
(c) Let n = 3t. Condition (3.1) in this case is equivalent to. 
mfr+l)qk-t)r+k. 
Simplifying we obtc?in 
tr 
r-i-l 
ak-m, 
which is equivalent to 
f 
t w- 
r-t. 1 
ak-m. (3.6) 
For t/(r -+ 1) Ho. and t<r + 1, equation (3.6) reduces to. 
t--l-+-m ak. 
The conditions t/(r + 1) > 0 and t G r + 1 are equivalent to I - 1 s r. We therefore 
obtain (3.2). 
Lemma 3.2. Let k, s, n and m be integers, k, s, n 2 0. Then 
(.‘\.7) 
Prod. Starting with the right hand side of (3.7) we have, 
‘&j?& - k -n +2),_+_~(j-+ k -,l)!(s +i+ k - l)? 
J mo (n-l-j)!j!(k-l)!(j+k-l)!s! * 
APPlYiW 
Qll-m = 
(a), 
(a -t n - m ), ’ 
and simplifying, we obtain, 
n-1 (m-k-n+2),_1(-~)‘(~-n),(s~k),(sJ-~)k.~~~!_ 
4 1” ( m-k+1_j)j(n_l)!j?(k_l)!s! s-e 
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We now apply Vandermonde’s Theorem. 
/s + k - 1 
=\ k-l 
@I - k - n + 2),_,( - l)“-‘(m + s - n + 2),.. I 
(n - l)! (- l)“-‘(m - k - n + 2),_, 
We therefore have our result. By replacing j by j - (k - 1) we get an equivalent 
form that we will also use. 
Lemma 3.3. For n, m, p integers, m positive, n 2 m, we have 
Proof. See 17, p.81. 
The next lemma is one Stanley makes use of in [IO], his paper on magic labelings, 
and the last lemma is a special case of another of Stanley’s results in [lo]. 
Lsmrnar 3.4. tel P Ir.. ., Pp be a system of homogeneous linear forms with integer 
coeflcients in the variables z I, . . ., z,. Suppose that the equations P, = P, = l . . = Pp = 
0 haq*e at least one solution in positive integers. Define generating functions 
F(x) = F(x1,. . .,x,) and F(x) = &x,, . . .,x,) by F(x) = xdU and F(x) = x, xj, 
where o ranges over all solutions to PI = l l = = Pp = 0 in nonnegatice integers while Ss 
rtrngas over all solutions in positive integers. Then F(x) and F(x) are rational 
junctims of the x,‘s related by &, . . .,x,) = (- l)‘F( l/x,, _. ., It/x,), where t is the 
dimension of the NIP cone C df solutions to PI = l . l = Pp = 0 in nonnegative 
integers. 
Proof. See [ 10, p. 6271. 
Lemma 3.5. Let P( r j be a polynomial in r of degree n - 1. Let F( y ) = ET.*,, P(r) y “, 
and let e(y) = zr=, P( - r) y’. Then G(y) = - F(Q). 
Bwof. Since P(r) and P( - r) are polynomials in r of degree n - 1 we can write 
F(y)=-a.-1+a.-2y+‘*k+~~yn-1, ~(,)=y(bO+b,y+~~~+b,,_,yn)~ (3,8) 
(1 -Y)” (1-Y)" 
Now 
- F(lly) = (_ 1)-S y&o+ “‘:: l ;;; t%-~y”-~) * 
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We therefore want to show cy, = (- 1)” ‘b,. From (3.8) we have 
a, = z, ( - 1)” ( L) P(n - 1 - i - k ), which equals 
1 
=- kg ,4k” j P(n-l-i-k)sincc YP(-f-i)=O. 
By substituting n - k for k we obtain 
which is equal to (- 1)” ’ b,. 
4. Enumeration of 3 X n arrays 
We now wish to prove that H&u/(3, rt)) is a poiynomial in r 0;’ degree 2(n - 1). 
We first prove that &(nr/(3, n)) is a polynomial in r of degree 2(n - 1) for I 
sufficiently large. By using crude generating functions of MacMahon we 
are able to extend this to conclude that HI., (nr/(3. n)) is a polynomial in r for all 
positive values of r. We then prove (I .3), (1 .S), (1.8), and (1 .!I). 
Theorem 4.1. Let n. r be any non-negative integers, n # 0. Then H&w/(3, n)) is a 
polynomial in r of degree 2(n - 1) for 
(a) r > (t - l)/.‘,, n = 3, 
(b) r>t, n =X+ 1, 
(c) r > t/2, n = 32 + 2. 
Proof. The enumerant H1.,,(nr/(3, n)) counts arrays of the following type: 
w 9’ 3r’ 
where r’ now stands for r/(3, n). As before we will consider the top row of our array 
fixed and seek &(nr’; 3r’- a!, 3r’- a?, . ..,3r’ - a,). which enumerates 1 x n 
arrays of the following type: 
I 
b, bz l - l b,, nr’ 
nr’ 
al 
I 
122 d 
where 4: = 3r’ - ai, for i = 1,. . ., n. 
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it follows that. S2&2r’; a I, . . ., a;) = the coefkient of x VW’ in 
n:_,((l - P+q/(l - x)). 
We have, 
R 1 - x8” %*’ 
n( a* I -1-x ,= J 
H&d)= 2 (- 1)’ c IFii ( (n-3k)r’+sk-k+n k=O 
By tkc symmetry of the a’s we have: 
H,,.(nr’)=~)(- 1)L(; j 2 
OIC .+Cl”“tlt’ 
-- 
. u ) I 
r 1 1 
WC multiply (4.1) by the coefficient of xs in ((I - x~~‘+‘)/(I -x))” to obtain: 
x c (n - 3k)r’+ s + n - 1 -- k s - m(3r’+ I)+ k - 1) n-l k-1 . s+tik,l” ‘+a,=n? 
a, 5 Jr*. (I ---I.. ,n) 
I am (Jr’* I). s*(U -nlr’+k 
Thus. 
H&v’)= c (- I)‘( ;) c (- I>-( “I 
k ~0 ‘?I =o \, rK / 
X 
= ( (n-3k)r’+s+n-1-k s-m(Y+l)+k-1 L&N’ n-l )( k-l 
saml.tr’+l) 
, q.?k - n )r + k (4.2) 
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The last sum in (4.2) is the coefficient of x nr’ ’ in (( 1 - x I‘ ‘I)/ (I - x ))‘I ‘. that is in. 
In order to obtain the coefficient of x”” ’ we require, 
I- =(n 
Thus, ’ 
-3qjr’- s -9, and j*O. 
X 
[(n - 3k)r’+ s + n .- 
= \ 
l-k s-m(%‘+l)tk- l\ 
L-4-I y(b’+ #b n-l I( k-l ! 
- q(3r’+ I)+ n - k - I 
n-k-4 ) 
. 
(3.3) 
From (4.3) we see that we have two lower bounds simultaneously on s. We will now 
divide the sum involving s into two parts depending on whether or not m (3r’ -+ 1) 2 
(3k - n)r’ + k. Let P, be the sum involving s when m (3r’ + I) 2 (3k - n)r’ + k. and 
let Pz be the sum involving s when m (3r’ + I) c (3k - n)r’ f k. Thus. 
P, - tn - 3k)r’+ n s-m(Sr’+l)+k-1 
Fbnr’.Cj(.lr’+ I) n-l k-l 
usml3r’+ I J 
x llrt-- s 
( 
-q(3r’+l)+n-k-1 (4.-O 
n-k-l 
P? = c ( (n-3k)r’+s+n -1-k s-m(Sr’Al)+k- 1 ui=(7k- rr!r’+k P1 - 1 k-l 
srQnr’-y(.lr’~t) 
-q(3r’+ l)+n - k - 1 
n-k-l 
* 
By Lemma 3.1: 
K,,(nr’)= 7’(--I)L(~) z (-li-(~)4~,(-l)4(n~k) 
k%, R -0 
pt (k s m + t) for r>f if n =3r-J-1 
& (k>m+t) for r x/2 if n =3P2, 
Pt fksmi-t-lj 
f-5 (k>m+r--I) 
for r>t- I if n =3t. 
We will show PI and Pz are both polynomials in r of degree less than or cqua! rlj 
2(n -. 1). Therefore H.&v’), which is defined in terms of PI and Pz, will be a 
polynomial in r, for r sufficiently large, of degree less than or equal to 2(n - 1). 
Let us substitute s + m (3r’ + I) for s in P, in (4.4). 
Applying Lemma 3.2 to the first two binomial terms we obtain: 
(n-3k+3m)r’+m+n-2-k-p 
n+k-2-p 
(n-3m-3q)r’-s-q-m+n-k-1 
n-k-l 
. 
Similarly we apply Lemma 3.3 to the last two binomial terms. 
P, = 
)( 
(n-3k+3m)r’+m+n-2-k-p 
n-tk-2-p 
-3q)r’--q-m-h-k+p 
n-k+p . 
Replacing p by p + k - I, we therefore have: 
P, = (n-3k+3m)r’+m+n-1-2k-p 
n-l-p 
x fn-3m 
( 
-3q)r’-q-m+n-l+p 
L 
(4 5) . 
n-l+p 
Each term in (4.5) is a polynomial in r’ and therefore in r of degree n - 1 - p + n - 
1 + p which is 2n - 2. 
We now will show Pz is also a polynomial irn r of degree less than or equal to 
3 n - 1). From (4.4) we have: 
P, = 2 ( (n-3k)r’+s+n-l-k 
;i’ 
S -m(3r’+*l+k -1 nr’-s-q(3rt+1)+n-k _ 1 
k-2 n-k-1 
l 
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If we replace s by s _ (3k - n) r’ + k we obtain: 
P* = 
$~C?n.~.tq -Fk)r’-q -& 
We next 
resulting 
x ( (3k - rr .- 3rn)r’+ 2k + s - m - 1 k-l I) 
x 12n ( -3k--3q)r’-k-q-s+n-k-1 n-k-l . 
apply Lemma 3.2 to the first two binomial terms, and Lemma 3.3 to the 
second and fourth terms. 
(2n-Gk-3q)r’-2k-qtntp 
n+p-k 
. 
By replacing p by p + n - 1 we finally obtain: 
--Sk---3q)r’-2k--qt2n-I-?-p 
2n+p-k-l 
. 
Each term in (4.6) is a polynomial in r’ and therefore in r of degree k - 1 -- p + :!n - 
1 + p - k = 2(n - 1). Therefore P, is a polynomial in v of degree Q 2( it - 1). 
We now have shown that for suffkiently large values of r, H,,,(nr/(3. n)) k a 
polynomial in I of degree less than or equal to 2(n - I). We now must show that the 
coefficient of P” + in our polynomial is non-zero. Consider: 
It is clear that 
where a, and h, are non-negative integers. 
Let a{ = x~T’, and bi r yir’, where xt, y, E T,,, 
(4.7) 
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= I I . . . dx I.. . dx,-,dy, 
g,“.‘*L,_, cn x&. y,A,: y,+...+ y” -Isin 
c,ty,~X (1 -1.. .n _I) 
2tj .lGxI+ “+x,-]+ylt- “+Yn .I 
(4.8) 
dy, -. 1 . 
Therefore in order to prove that the coefficient of trt”-‘) is positive we need only 
show that the integral (4.8~ is positive. 
Using a method similar to the one employed for the 2 x n case, we will show that 
the set Q, where 
is a 2( n - I ) dimensional convex set 
Yl + l - - + yn__, 6 n I 
x,+y,s3, (i= l...., n-l) 
2n - 3 G xl + l l l i- x,_, + yI + l l l + y,-, I 
for n 2 2. Since (4.7) is the “volume” of Qn, a 
2(n - i) dimensional convex set, (4.7) will be positive. 
Let 3 and ; be elements of Qn. it is easy to see that As’ + (1 - A); E Qn for all 
0) 6 A G 1. Therefore Qn is convex. 
We will prove on is 2(n - 1) dimensional for n 2 2 by induction of n. Let n = 2. 
In this case, 
16X,+yi63 
Qz = 
[ 
(x,, y,) 0 5.G X, 6 2 
OGy,G2 I 
. 
Consider the points (1, O), (0, 1). and (1, 1). Clearly these are in Qz and are 
non-linear. Therefore Qz is 2-dimensional. Let us now assume QK is 2(k - 1) 
dimensional with 2k - 1 points (Z,, j;(), where x’, and ,iii are k - I tuples, 
(i = 1 , . . ., 2k - 11, not in tihe same hyperplane. We must exhibit for n = k + 1, 
2k + 1 points in QlrrI not in the same hyperylane. Now if (Z&E QI1, then the 
Zk-tuples 6, = (Z,. 1, y,, 1)E QlreI, for (i = 1 , . . ., 2k - I). We therefore have 2k - I 
points in Q c -) not in the same hyperplane. Next consider the 2k-tuple, r = 
(0, 1. . . . . 2, s . . . 1) whose first entry is 0, kth entry is 2, and all others are one. Let 
ii = (OJ,..., 1.. . %, 2) ako be a 2k-tuple whose first entry is zero, last entry is two 
and all others are one. It is easy to see that r’, u’ E Qk+ Clcariy T is not in the same 
h>perplane as the 2k - 1 points Gi, (i = 1 , . . .,2k - l), since all G, have a ‘1’ in the 
k ” column 2nd t’ has a “’ L m the krh column. Therefore the points d, together with r” 
a~ 2k points not in the same hyperplane. Likewise ii is not in the same hyperplane 
as I?~ and L since a!t ,f _ -, and i have 1’ in the 2kfh entry and u’ has a ‘2’ in that entry, 
therefore 6, T and G are 2k + 1 points not in the same hyperplane. Therefore the 
dimension of Qk _! = 2k. 
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Thus Q, is a convex set of dimension 2(n - 1) for ail n and the integral (4.X) is 
positive. We therefore have proved Theorem 4.1. 
In order to prove that our polynomial in Theorem 4.1 evaluated at small I 
actually enumerates our 3 x n arrays H&W’) we prove the following Theorem. In 
this Theorem we make use of MacMahon’s crude generating function and the 
Elliot-MacMahon Algorithm. It may be helpful to read [4j if the reader is 
unfamiliar with the crude generating function of MacMahon, and [IO] may also 
help. 
Theorem 4.2. Let n. r be positive integers and let K.,( w/(3. n )) enumerate 3 x n 
arrays as before. Then H,,, (nr/(3, n )) is a polynomial in r of degree 2( z - 1) for all 
values of r. 
Proof. Our weighted generating function for 3 x n arrays is: 
XI . . . &I 
i 
Xb+l 
x n+I . . . X2n X3n+l 
XZ”cl --. X3n X3, l l 
This is equal to MwMahon’s crude generating function. 
1 
F = BqF A,A~,~,)(I - A,A~~~)(I - A,A~x+. .(I - AlAm+ iXni 
1 
MacMahan uses 9 to denote that each term in the product is to be formail! 
expanded as a Laurent expansion in the At’s, these Laurent expansions are to hc 
formally multiplied together and then only those terms free of any A,‘s are 
ultimately considered, It is clear that when we do this we obtain our weiphtcd 
generating function. If we take xl = x2 = - * - = xl, = x3n42 = 1, we obtain 
F.C. Ednwuis h. 
To begin we apply the Elliot-MacMahon Algorithm repetitively to the righthand 
side of (4.9) We finaily get F in the form: 
F= 
rzx ‘Ti; = )(l :, (1 -_x - . . . -2 )’ 
where in each term of the summation that h, is in, Ai is raisetd to either all positive: 
or all negative powers in the factors of that term. By retaining only those factors 
(1 -- x) free from any A, vr/e obtain: 
F=C_c 1 
(1 -x)(1 - y)*.*(l- z) 
where x, y. and z now are monomials in only the x,3. ff we let x1 -3 . . . = x3, = 
x- %*+2 - _- 1, we wilt have: 
F(1, . . . . l.x7n+,, l)= 2 2 
1 
(1 - %)il I- y’)i l .(l - f) 
(4. IO) 
whew each term x” in the denominator is a monomial involving only x1, +t. Each 
term in (4.H)) is a rational function of degree less than i in x7,,+], and therefore of 
degree less than 1 in y. In order to show that G,.“(y) has degree le= rhan 0, one 
must follow an argument similar to that used by Stanley in [lS]. Since H&zrr’) is a 
polynomial for large r, and since its generating function has degree less than 0, 
!-L,(nr’j must be a polynomial in f for all non-negative values of t. 
We now wish to prove (1.3), (1 S), (IS), and (1.9). 
Cor~ihay 4.3. Let n be any positive integer. Then 
For n divisible by 3, 
H,.(;(- J))= W.n(3-2)j=O. . a 
Proof. Let fi,., (m/(3, n)) enumerate 3 x n arrays in positive intei;crs whose rows 
$urn to nr’(3, n) and whose columns sum to 3r/(3, n). Let 
a here the a ‘s, b’s, and C-N are positive solutions to CM 3 X R iWr;ay. BY ~IWM 
3.4 
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&,,...,x,,,++=(- l)-‘F -j;,....;;” , 
. 4 L ? 
where F is defined in (4.9) and 2n - 1 is the dimension of the NIP (non-negative 
integral polyhedral) cone generated by our sel of homogeneous equations. By 
specifying xl = xr = l l l = xl, = .x?~+~ = 1 and by replacing x~~?,“) bv v we obtain: _ 1 
By LIzmma 35. 
Thus 
(4.1 I) 
By equating coefficients of y and y” in (4. I 1) it is clear that (15j holds. 
Let A be a 3 x n with no+negative integral entries whose row and l:olbxnn s!rms 
are nrl(3, n) and 3r/(3, n) respectiveiy. By adding 1 to each entry of la, we obtain an 
array A’ of positive entries whose row and column sums are (nr,‘(X n)) + II and 
(3r/(3, n)) -t 3. We therefore have: 
By (4.11): 
for r 3 (3, n). (4.12) 
By (1.S). (4.12) must be true for all integral values of r. 
Carollary 4.4. Let n be any pasititle integer. Then for n, (3. pt ) = 3, 
whwe A, are integers, 
Bruof. Since H,.,(nrl(S, m)) 
unique rat ional numbers A,, 
is a polynomial in 
such that 
G an (y);= A+hlY + * l l + Azaw2 (l- y)‘” ’ y 
rw_2, 
r of degree Z(n p- 1). there exist 
It iselear that since the coefficients of G,,,(y) and (I 
rvlust also hc integers. 
By (1.3) and (4.13): 
Y P ” are all integers the Al’s 
(4.14) 
For n, (3, n ) = I, condition (4.14) reduces to: 
Ry !buhstituting r + 1 for r, WC obtain: 
Ily umquCne53 15f A,, hzn 2-, = A,, (j = 0, _. ,, 2n -- 2). Since f&J)) = 1, hzv1-2 = bb 
For n, (3, n) = 3, (4.14) reduces to: 
t&~ replacing I with t -+- 3 in both sides of the equation, and by replacing j with j + 2 
m the left Gde of the equirtion we conclude: 
Hy using the formulas we ohtainccl in Sections 2 and ;1 the polyntmi;~l~ 
&.?I (nd(2, ?t ))* Ja = 1 , . . .,S, and HJ.~ @r/(3, PI)), n SI= 1,. . ., 6, may be found. A 
computar was used to aid in the computation in the 3 x n case, [I = 4.5, b. Though 
the coefficients get large rapidly, it would seem possible 10 find I&, (nr/(2. n )) and 
I&,. (nr/(3, n)) for larger values af n. We list the polynomials and generating 
functions we obtained. 
22 F.C. Edmonds 
~~,~(~)=(y”+3382y’+ 166168y”+ 1235lMy’+2318665y”+ 123Sl64y’ 
+ 166168y*+ 3382~ + l)/(l - y)’ 
-t 14536NW + 1336500r’+ 84406h2 -I= 33936Or + 67200) 
G,n(y)= y”+79y7-t- 145Oy”-t7231y”c 12124y”+7231y3+ f450y2+79y -+ 1 
(1 -- yv 
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